Prof. Khosa from central University of Jammu Conferred with Lifetime achievement award

Prof. S. K. Khosa of Department of Physics and Astronomical Sciences, Central University of Jammu was Conferred with Lifetime achievement award during Indo-French seminar on “Multifragmentation, Collective Flow and Sub threshold Particle production in Heavy Ion Reactions” held on 4th to 6th Feb. 2019 at Panjab University Chandigarh. The organizing committee of the seminar selected Prof. S. K. Khosa for conferring this award in the field of Nuclear structure Physics. The organizing committee of this international seminar had selected Prof. Khosa for this award based on his eminent contribution made in the field of Nuclear Structure Physics. The seminar was intended to have talks by theoreticians and experimentalists primarily from France, Germany and India. The aim is to explore possibilities of future joint collaborations between scientists from east and west involving both theoreticians and experimentalists of the field. The award was presented to him on Feb. 04, 2019 in a special function organized in the Department of Physics of Panjab University, Chandigarh during the seminar proceedings. He was given a momento, a shaal and a citation in the presence of Prof. R K Kohli, vice-chancellor, central university of Panjab, Prof. R. K. Puri, Convener of the Seminar and Dr. Purnima Rupal, Director of centre for promotion of advanced research (CEFIPRA).

Prof. AshoK Aima, Hon’ble vice chancellor, Central University of Jammu congratulated Prof. Khosa for receiving such a prestigious award and said that it should be taken as precedent for working and pursuing research work regularly by young faculty in future. Dr. Vinay Kumar, Head, and all the faculty members of the Department of Physics and Astronomical Sciences and Central University of Jammu also congratulates Prof. Khosa for getting such honour.